
Articles a,an & the
1.  There is............... television in........................ living room and ..................... refrigerator in ................kitchen.

2.   Washington D.C is ............. capital of.................. the U.S.A. Jacksonville is ..............largest city.

3.  Look! There are ................ cats on ................roof.

4.  There is ............... pencil in............... my pencil-box.

5.  Cricket is ...................... difficult game.

6..................... football is very popular in ..................... world.

7.  There is................... man in ............street. He has got ........... umbrella in .............. his hand.

8.  Where is ............. mixer? Is it in ................ cupboard?

9.  On ............. table, there is ................ pack of .............. biscuits.

10. ........... English is................. useful language.

11. There is .............. big garden in ...............back of ................. our house.

12. I am................. happy person.

13. I like .................. coffee, but my sister likes ........................ tea.

14. Turkey is  .....................beautiful country. It has got .................. beautiful cities.

15. There is ................ old clock on ...................... clock tower.

Fill in the blanks with ‘A,’‘AN,’ and ‘THE’ or leave the blanks
empty "x".

Complete the sentence with "the" or leave the blanks empty "x".

1. My uncle’s house is in.............. mountains.

2. Hollywood is in........... United States.

3.  Buckingham Palace is in.................. England.

4.  ............... Spoonmaker’s Diamond is at ..............       Topkapi Palace in Istanbul.

5.  .................Eiffel Tower is in ......................Paris.

6.  There is a ski center in............... Alps.

7.  ............ Nile River is in.................... Egypt.

8.  ............... pyramids are interesting.

9.  ................ weather is very bad today.

10. There is no life on....................... moon.

11. There are a lot of countries in..................... world.

12.  .................. sun is very hot today.
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Articles a,an & the
1.  There is a television in the living room and  a refrigerator in the kitchen.

2.   Washington D.C is the capital of  x the U.S.A. Jacksonville is x largest city.

3.  Look! There are x cats on the roof.

4.  There is a pencil in x my pencil-box.

5.  Cricket is a difficult game.

6. x football is very popular in the world.

7.  There is a man in the street. He has got an umbrella in x his hand.

8.  Where is the mixer? Is it in the cupboard?

9.  On the table, there is a pack of x biscuits.

10. x English is a useful language.

11. There is a big garden in the back of x our house.

12. I am a happy person.

13. I like x coffee, but my sister likes x tea.

14. Turkey is a beautiful country. It has got x beautiful cities.

15. There is an old clock on the clock tower.

1.  My uncle’s house is in the mountains.

2.  Hollywood is in the United States.

3.  Buckingham Palace is in x England.

4.  The Spoonmaker’s Diamond is at theTopkapi Palace in Istanbul.

5.  The Eiffel Tower is in x Paris.

6.  There is a ski center in the Alps.

7.  The Nile River is in x Egypt.

8. The pyramids are interesting.

9. The weather is very bad today.

10. There is no life on the moon.

11. There are a lot of countries in the world.

12. The sun is very hot today.

Fill in the blanks with ‘A,’‘AN,’ and ‘THE’ or leave the blanks
empty "x".
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Complete the sentence with "the" or leave the blanks empty "x".
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